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WELCOME SPEECH:
11:00-11:15

Anuar TUGEL
Institute for Human Rights, Director, Kazakhstan National Al-Farabi University;
President of the Union of Lawyers

Maria ŚLAZAK
European Association of Lawyers (AEA-EAL), President;
Founding Partner at Ślazak and Partners law office

Tatiana ZINOVICH
Legal Policy Research Center (LPRC), Executive Director

Diana DIGOL
OSCE Program Office in Nur-Sultan, Deputy Director

Temur SHAKIROV
International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) European Program, Senior Legal Advisor
Remote work, remote legal education and advanced training:
New modalities and opportunities

Moderator:
KOGAMOV Marat Chekishevich, head of the Institute for Academic Expertise and Analysis at Kazakhstan State University of Law (KazSUL), PhD in law, professor, Honored Lawyer in the Republic of Kazakhstan, KazSUL named after M. Narikbaev)

-Baydeldinov Daulet Laikovich, Dean at the Department of Law, Al-Farabi KazNU, PhD in law, professor, Almaty, Kazakhstan
Hot issues related to remote education

-Argymbaev Rustam Kamilyevich, member of the Ankara Bar Association, lawyer; Ankara, Turkey
Remote legal education and advanced training in Turkey

-Ayrapetyan Narine Pavlovna, member of the Stavropol Regional Bar Association (SR BA), lawyer, trainer at the School of Lawyer under SR BA (Southern Advanced Training Center under the FBA), President of the Stavropol Regional Section within the Federal Union of Lawyers of Russia; Stavropol, Russia
Adapting training processes for lawyers in the context of pandemic

-Fedorov Vakhtang Vazhayevich, Director of the Commonwealth of Alumni of the Moscow State Academy of Law named after Kutafin, PhD in law; Moscow, Russia
Mentoring program: from student to professional

-Babadzhanyan Ester Levonovna, Head of the Law Clinic under the Narikbaev KazSUL; Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan
Methodical and technical aspects of online-training in the context of lockdown: best practices of the Narikbaev KazSUL University

-Ilyina Viktoria Olegovna, EDICT law firm, director; lawyer; master of law, PhD researcher, Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan
Selected aspects of international best practices concerning the use of remote training technologies in legal education and advanced training: Republic of Kazakhstan, Russian Federation, Public Republic of China and United States of America
Remote but still together: organizing effective remote work

SESSION 2
13:15-15:00

Human rights in the context of lockdown and the state of emergency

Moderator:
ZHOTVITIS Evgeniy Aleksandrovich, head of the Kazakhstan International Bureau for Human Rights and the Rule of Law, member of the IBAHRI Council, member of the OSCE ODIHR Panel of Experts on Freedom of Peaceful Assembly.

- Maria Ślazak, President of the European Association of Lawyers (AEA-EAL), Founding Partner at Ślazak and Partners law office; Gdansk, Poland
Domestic Violence – life in the times of restrictions and opportunity for individuals to exercise their rights

-Aydarbekova Chinara Askarbekovna, Justice at the Constitutional Chamber, Supreme Court of the Kyrgyz Republic, member of the Council of Judges in the Kyrgyz Republic, Commissioner of the International Commission of Jurists, President of the Monitoring Board at Kyrgyz Association of Female Judges; Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
Access to justice in the Kyrgyz Republic in the context of COVID-19

-David Asatiani, President of the Association of Lawyers of Georgia; Tbilisi, Georgia
Human rights in the context of lockdown and state of emergency

-Moskalenko Karinna Akopovna, member of the Moscow City Bar Association (MCBA), lawyer, founder and first head of the International Protection Center, honored member of the International Commission of Jurists; Moscow, Russia
Work of lawyers in Russia during COVID-19 pandemic

-Dmitry Nurumov, senior legal advisor for legal matters, PhD in law, member of the International Prison Reform Board, Legal Policy Research Center (LPRC); Almaty, Kazakhstan
COVID-19 and its effects on the right to privacy and protection of personal data
- **Mindaugas Kukaytis**, Vice-President of the Lithuanian Bar Association; Vilnius, Lithuania

**Implementation and protection of human rights in the context of pandemic and lockdown in Lithuania**

- **Mukhamedzhanova Dana Utegenovna**, PhD researcher, senior lecturer, Department of International Law at Narikbaev KAZSUL University; Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan

**Supervision as a tool for combating COVID-19 or interference with private life?**

- **Podoprigora Roman Anatolyevich**, professor at the Kaspiyskiy University, PhD in law; Almaty, Kazakhstan

**State of emergency: lessons for the legal system**

---

**SESSION 3**

16:15-18:00

---

**Justice in the context of pandemic**

Moderator:

ƏBDIRAYYM Bakytzhan Zharylkasynuly, member of the RK National Academy of Sciences, ex-Justice at the Supreme Court of the RK, Supreme Commercial Court, distinguished academic, professor, PhD in Law

- **Pilipenko Yury Sergeyevich**, President of the Federal Chamber of Lawyers in Russia, professor, PhD in law; Moscow, Russia

**Administration of justice in the context of restrictions**

- **David Viader**, VIADER ABOGADOS S.L.P. law office, lawyer; Barcelona, Spain

**Court proceedings and court hearings in Spain starting from 14 March 2020**

- **Chausova Lilia Minnygayazovna**, lawyer, member of the Presidium, Kostanay Regional Collegium of Lawyers, member of the Presidium, Republican Collegium of Lawyers; Kostanay, Kazakhstan

**Electronic court proceedings: a lawyer’s experience, benefits and disadvantages**
- **Dr. Veronika Horrer**, PhD in law, LL.M., Director for International Relations, German Federal Bar; Berlin, Germany
  **Administration of justice in the context of pandemic**

- **Kulikova Svetlana Ravilyevna**, lawyer, Nur-Sultan Collegium of Lawyers; Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan
  **Lawyers’ activities in the context of lockdown; preventing violations of individual rights in the context of lockdown**

- **Maria Bonon**, lawyer, Le-Mans Collegium of Lawyers, expert at the Committee for European and International Affairs, National Council of Bar Chambers of France; Paris, France
  **Practicing law during the state of emergency and economic repercussions of the crisis in France**

- **Roman Kuybida**, Deputy President, Board of the Center for Political and Legal Reforms; Kiev, Ukraine
  **COVID-19 vs. Justice: Global trends**

- **Temur Shakirov**, Senior Legal Advisor, International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) European Program; Geneva, Switzerland
  **Access to justice in some CIS countries due to COVID-19**

---

**SESSION 4**
18:15-20:00

**Legal effects of Coronavirus and influence of pandemic on the discharge of obligations**

Moderator:
**SIZINTSEV Sergey Vasilyevich**, ‘De Facto’ law office, Executive Director

- **Koshmambetov Aytuar Askarovich**, Deputy Director for Legal Affairs, Atameken Chamber of Entrepreneurs of the Republic of Kazakhstan; Almaty, Kazakhstan
  **Efforts of the Business Ombudsman in Kazakhstan to support business during pandemic**
-**Samigullin Dmitry**, Partner at GRATA International law firm, tax adviser, PhD in law; Samara, Russia

**Influence of pandemic on discharge of obligations in Russia**

-**Karin Saken Abukhanovich**, President of the Council for Tax Procedures at Atameken Chamber of Entrepreneurs of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Board President at the Kazakhstan Association of Tax Advisers, Director of LLP “Finex-Audit”; Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan

**Tax effects of pandemic for business**

-**Tatiana Menshenina**, solicitor at Withersworldwide, London, UK

**Force-majeure and frustration of contract under English law**

-**Alimbetov Nurlan Orynbasarovich**, ‘Ken and Partners’ law office, managing partner; Moscow, Russia

**Force-majeure in the context of pandemic in terms of non-residential property lease**

-**Maria Derra**, lawyer, partner at KAYP Rechtsanwälte law office; Berlin, Germany

**Legal effects of COVID-19 in Germany: who suffered, who (and how) was supported by the State, and tasks faced by lawyers**

-**Kryzhna Valentina Nikolaevna**, National University of Law named after Yaroslav the Wise, senior lecture at Civil Law Department, PhD in law; Kharkov, Ukraine

**Discharge of contract obligations in Ukraine in the context of pandemic**

-**Kaplan Aleksandr Vladimirovich**, Almaty City Collegium of Lawyers, lawyer; Almaty, Kazakhstan

**Effects of pandemic as force-majeure for the purpose of execution of contracts**